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ABSTRACT 
 
Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) are a relatively new 
financial instrument that help to stimulate the renewable 
energy market through capturing the premiums for 
environmental attributes associated with electricity, 
hopefully, encouraging investment in new renewable energy 
projects. However, lack of standardization in both the 
definition of RECs and the ways that RECs can be exchanged 
and administered has led to confusion on the parts of all 
concerned—the REC seller, the REC buyer, regulators, and 
the public at large—stymying investment in renewable 
energy projects and creating market inefficiency. Much like 
inconsistent accounting definitions or divergent 
requirements for providing investment guidance to 
consumers would cause negative externalities in a market, 
inconsistent definitions of RECs impede the marketplace 
from receiving the anticipated gains from trading RECs in a 
purely liquid market. 
  
                                                                                                         
* Lisa Koperski is an attorney with Davis Wright Tremaine in Seattle, 
representing a wide variety of clients in transaction-related matters in the high-
technology and financial industries. Thank you to my husband, Krzysztof, and 
daughter, Nikola, for their love and support. Thanks also to my parents, Bruce and 
Dolores, for teaching me the importance of the written word and analytical 
reasoning. Lastly, thanks to Professor Nancy Loeb of the Northwestern University 
Pritzker School of Law for providing amazing instruction and inspiration to me 
as a law student and lawyer. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Renewable energy credits, also known as renewable energy 
certificates (“RECs”), represent a relatively new method of 
bifurcating the renewable, or green, aspect of energy from the actual 
megawatt (“MWh”) units of electricity created and transmitted to 
the electricity grid.1 RECs represent tradable commodities equal to 
the amount of MWh units of renewable energy created,2 with the 
theory being that the creator of the renewable energy can use the 
premium paid for RECs to invest in new green energy projects3 
through market-driven, efficient means.4 “All renewable energy 
tracking is based on RECs.”5 
RECs can be bundled or unbundled.6 Bundled RECs constitute 
transactions where the underlying electricity and the green attributes 
of electricity are sold together.7 Unbundled RECs constitute 
transactions where the underlying electricity and the green attributes 
                                                                                                         
1 John Miller et al., Renewable Electricity Use by the U.S. Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT) Industry, NAT’L RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB., 
6–7 (July 2015), https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/64011.pdf.  
2 Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs), EPA, 
https://www.epa.gov/greenpower/renewable-energy certificates-recs (last visited 
Sept. 12, 2017). 
3 RENEWABLE CHOICE ENERGY, THE VALUE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY 
CREDITS 3 (Oct. 2015), http://www.renewablechoice.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/10/Guide-To-RECs-White-Paper.pdf; see also Michael 
Gillenwater, Redefining RECs (Part 1): Untangling Attributes and Offsets, 36 
ENERGY POLICY 2109, 2109–2119, http://www.michaelgillenwater.org/REC-
OffsetPaper-PartI_v2.pdf.  
4 Craig A. Hart & Dominic Marcellino, Subsidies or Free Markets to 
Promote Renewables?, 3 RENEWABLE ENERGY L. & POL’Y REV. 196, 200 (2012).  
5 RENEWABLE CHOICE ENERGY, supra note 3, at 2. 
6 Jonathan Dettman, Andrew Ritten & Angela Snavely, Renewable Energy 
Certificates and Renewable Portfolio Standards, BIOMASS MAG. (Apr. 29, 2011), 
http://biomassmagazine.com/articles/5491/renewable-energy-certificates-and-
renewable-portfolio-standards. 
7 Matthew McDonnell, Kirsten Engel & Ardeth Barnhart, Arizona Legal 
Studies (Discussion Paper No. 11–21), The Potential and Power of Renewable 
Energy Credits to Enhance Air Quality and Economic Development in Arizona, 
43 ARIZ. ST. L. J. 809, 829 (2013). 
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can be sold separately.8 For this article, RECs refer to unbundled 
RECs since that is how most states view RECs.9 
RECs were created in the mid-to-late 1990s to segregate 
renewable attributes from the generated electricity10 because once 
electricity is “on the grid,” it is impossible to determine its source.11 
RECs solve this problem by tracking the energy source through 
commercial transactions.12 REC buyers include both voluntary 
purchasers such as companies trying to achieve green energy targets 
and compulsory purchasers such as utilities subject to renewable 
portfolio standards (“RPSs”).13 
In the United States, many states have instituted RPSs requiring 
that a portion of electricity be generated from sustainable sources.14 
                                                                                                         
8 Id.; see also MEREDITH WINGATE & ED HOLT, NAT’L WIND 
COORDINATING COMM. GREEN MARKETS & CREDIT TRADING WORK GROUP, 
DESIGN GUIDE FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE TRACKING SYSTEMS 4 
(2004), https://www.nationalwind.org/wp-
content/uploads/assets/past_workgroups/Design_Guide_for_REC_Tracking_Sys
tem_-_July_2004.pdf.  
9 Gillenwater, supra note 3, at 1; see, e.g., Karin E. Wadsack, Comment 
Letter on Docket #E-00000Q-16-0289 Review, Modernization and Expansion of 
the AZ Renewable Energy Standards and Tariff Rules and Associated Rules (May 
21, 2017), http://docket.images.azcc.gov/0000179879.pdf.  
10 WINGATE & HOLT, supra note 8, at 1; ED HOLT & LORI BIRD, NAT’L 
RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB., EMERGING MARKETS FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY 
CERTIFICATES: OPPORTUNITIES & CHALLENGES 7 (2005), 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy05osti/37388.pdf. 
11 Guides for the Use of Environmental Marketing Claims, 16 C.F.R. § 
260.15 (2012); NAT’L RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB, RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY: 
HOW DO YOU KNOW YOU ARE USING IT? 1, 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/64558.pdf (2017). 
12 See RECS, supra note 2; see also e.g., AD HOC WORKING GROUP OF 
RENEWABLE ENERGY RES. COMM. ET AL., MASTER RENEWABLE ENERGY 
CERTIFICATE PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT (VERSION 1.0) (2007), 
http://resource-solutions.org/images/events/rem/presentations/2008/ABA-EMA-
ACORE%20National%20REC%20Agreement_Jeremy%20Weinstein.pdf 
[hereinafter AD HOC WORKING GROUP]. 
13 See Kelly Crandall, Trust & the Green Consumer: The Fight for 
Accountability in Renewable Energy Credits, 81 U. COLO. L. REV. 893, 896 
(2010).  
14 TODD JONES, CTR. FOR RES. SOLUTIONS, TWO MARKETS, OVERLAPPING 
GOALS EXPLORING THE INTERSECTION OF RPS AND VOLUNTARY MARKETS FOR 
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Not all states with RPSs allow RECs.15 No U.S. federal statute 
currently exists for RPSs or RECs, although legislative efforts have 
been made to enact a federal RPS statute.16 However, other nations 
have implemented RPSs on a national level to encourage renewable 
energy use.17 Notably, RECs serve as an important tool for utilities 
to comply with RPS mandates and for corporations to meet their 
green energy goals since RECs allow the purchase of renewable 
attributes from lower-cost providers, decreasing aggregate 
renewable energy costs.18 
Since 1999, the REC market has exploded in both importance 
and size in the United States, with thirty-six states plus the District 
of Columbia formally recognizing RECs.19 RECs trade on ten 
different regional markets in the United States and Canada. Each 
regional market has discrete policies for tracking and enabling 
trading of RECs, and some states participate in multiple regional 
markets. 20 
This article describes why the current method of tracking RECs 
in the United States remains suboptimal and why standardizing REC 
tracking and trading would improve efficiency. As green-
technology and energy independence become increasingly 
important priorities for corporations and states, forecasters expect 
RPSs and RECs to grow exponentially.21 Without standardization, 
this large, unregulated REC market will experience aggravated 
                                                                                                         
RENEWABLE ENERGY IN THE U.S. 9–10, https://resource-solutions.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/08/RPS-and-Voluntary-Markets.pdf. 
15 See, e.g., Haw. Rev. Stat. § 269–91 (2013). 
16 See, e.g., American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009, H.R. 2454, 
111th Cong. (2009); see also, e.g., Energy Policy Act of 2003, H.R. 6, 108th 
Cong. (2003). 
17 Felix Mormann, Enhancing the Investor Appeal of Renewable Energy, 42 
ENVTL. LAW 681, 692 (2012). 
18 See, e.g., WASH. REV. CODE § 19.29A.090 (2014). 
19 TODD JONES, ET AL., CTR. FOR RES. SOLUTIONS, THE LEGAL BASIS FOR 
RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES 3 (2015), http://resource-solutions.org/wp-
content/uploads/2015/07/The-Legal-Basis-for-RECs.pdf. 
20 See JAN HAMRIN, REC DEFINITIONS AND TRACKING MECHANISMS USED 
BY STATE RPS PROGRAMS, CLEAN ENERGY STATES ALLIANCE 3 (2014), 
https://www.cesa.org/assets/2014-Files/RECs-Attribute-Definitions-Hamrin-
June-2014.pdf.  
21 See JONES, supra note 14, at 9–10. 
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fraud risks and inefficiency.22  
Section I will introduce RECs, the legal framework behind 
RECs, and discuss different buyers of RECs. Section II will address 
REC tracking in different U.S. registries, with a focus on inter-
registry REC transfers. Section III will address the current U.S. 
regulatory regime for RECs.23 Section IV will conclude by 
discussing why consistent standards and interoperability of REC 
registry transfers should be encouraged. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION TO RECS 
 
RECs play an important role in renewable energy by utilizing 
the free market to encourage investment, thereby, decreasing 
reliance on fossil fuels.24 Notwithstanding this, RECs remain ill-
defined. 
 
A.  Definition of RECs 
  
1. Typical Definition of RECs  
 
While no standard definition for RECs exists,25 one definition 
that relates the essence of RECs is that “RECs represent and convey 
the renewable, environmental and/or social attributes of renewable 
electricity generation to the owner, along with the legal right to 
claim usage of that renewable electricity.”26 Essentially, this means 
that the non-power attributes of electricity become separated from 
                                                                                                         
22 See HOLT, SUMNER & BIRD, infra note 80, at 15, 18; ASS’N OF CERTIFIED 
FRAUD EXAM’R, FRAUD EXAMINERS MANUAL 4.121, 4.410 (2006). 
23 Guides for the Use of Environmental Marketing Claims, 16 C.F.R. § 
260.15 (2012); Commission Guidance Regarding Disclosure Related to Climate 
Change, 17 C.F.R. § 211, 231, & 241 (2010), 
http://www.sec.gov/rules/interp/2010/33-9106.pdf. 
24 See Wheelabrator Lisbon, Inc. v. Conn. Dept. of Pub. Util., 531 F.3d 183, 
186 (2d. Cir. 2008). 
25 Gillenwater, supra note 3, at 2 (“[M]ost REC products are ambiguously 
defined and are purported to represent attributes indirectly associated with 
renewable energy generation, resulting in their inability to function as a 
homogeneous commodity.”). 
26 JONES et al., supra note 19, at 3 (emphasis added). 
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the power attributes of electricity, much like in technology the 
hardware is disentangled from the software in computers or the data 
on SIM cards from the cellular telephone itself. By bifurcating the 
source of electricity from the electricity produced, RECs allow low-
cost renewable energy producers to allocate the green attributes of 
electricity to parties seeking renewable electricity.27 
 
2. Renewable Energy Is Not Well-Defined  
 
However, this raises a key question: What is renewable 
electricity? Most would say that renewable electricity is simply 
electricity generated from renewable energy.28 But this begs the 
question; what exactly constitutes the underlying renewable energy? 
Unfortunately, no consistent definition of renewable energy exists.29 
Indeed, some states such as Illinois define renewable energy as 
including only energy derived from solar, wind, biomass, landfill 
gas, and incremental hydropower whereas other states such as 
Pennsylvania are more inclusive and include biogas, municipal solid 
waste, geothermal, all hydropower, and fuel cells.30 Some states do 
not view landfill gas as renewable energy,31 and other states only 
view small hydropower as renewable energy.32  Moreover, 
some states such as Washington include ocean wave and tidal power 
as renewable energy but only include incremental hydropower as 
renewable energy.33 Other states such as Texas define renewable 
energy by how companies in the industry use the term “renewable 
                                                                                                         
27 Id. at 6–7 (quoting the FTC as saying that “[o]rganizations purchase RECs 
to characterize all or a portion of their electricity usage as ‘renewable’ by 
matching the certificates with the conventionally produced electricity they 
normally purchase.”).  
28 See, e.g., American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009, H.R. 2454, 
111th Cong. (2009).  
29 See generally Trevor D. Stiles, Renewable Resources and the Dormant 
Commerce Clause, 4 ENVTL. & ENERGY L. & POL’Y 33, 38–41 (2009). 
30 K.S. CORY & B.G. SWEZEY, NAT’L RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB, 
RENEWABLE PORTFOLIO STANDARDS IN THE STATES: BALANCING GOALS AND 
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 4 (2007), 
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy08osti/41409.pdf. 
31 See, e.g., S.D. CODIFIED LAWS § 49-34A-94 (2008).  
32 See, e.g., R.I. GEN. LAWS § 39-26-5 (2011).  
33 WASH. REV. CODE § 19.285.030(11) & (20) (2012).  
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energy.”34 One state—Utah—even statutorily includes nuclear 
power as “renewable energy,”35 and other states such as Arizona36 
and South Carolina37 have considered incorporating such a 
definition into legislation. States also may change their definition of 
renewable energy over time.38 To be sure, states differ markedly as 
to what energy sources can be used to meet RPS mandates.39  
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the federal government has also had 
problems agreeing on how to define renewable energy. Congress 
and the President sometimes do not even consistently define 
“renewable energy” in the same or related legislation.40 Moreover, 
legislative efforts to propose renewable energy bills typically arise 
over multiple legislative sessions, which increases the probability of 
                                                                                                         
34 See, e.g., TEXAS RENEWABLE ENERGY INDUS. ASS’N, DEFINITION OF 
RENEWABLE ENERGY, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20170702194357/http://www.treia.org/renewable-
energy-defined (2017); TEX. PUB. UTIL. COMM’N SUBSTANTIVE RULE § 
25.173(c)(17). 
35 UTAH CODE ANN. § 63M-1-2803(d)(6) (West 2010).  
36 Ryan Randazzo, Arizona Regulator Proposes Adding Nuclear Power to 
Renewable-Energy Rules, THE REPUBLIC (Dec. 12, 2016, 6:34 PM), 
http://www.azcentral.com/story/money/business/energy/2016/12/12/arizona-
regulator-proposes-adding-nuclear-power-renewable-energy-rules/95343412/.  
37 See South Carolina Energy Efficiency Act, S.C. CODE ANN. § 48-52-215 
(2008).  
38 See, e.g., VA. CODE ANN. § 56-576 (2012) (HB 232 codified into this law 
expands renewable energy to include landfill gas.). 
39 See C2ES, QUALIFYING RESOURCES FOR STATE RENEWABLE AND 
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY PORTFOLIO STANDARDS, 
https://www.c2es.org/docUploads/State%20rps%20eligible%20resources.pdf 
(last visited Sept. 24, 2017).  
40 Compare Energy Policy Act of 2005 § 203(b)(2), 42 U.S.C. 15852 (2005), 
with Strengthening Federal Environmental, Energy, and Transportation 
Management, 72 Fed. Reg. 3,919, 3,922 (Jan. 26, 2007), and U.S. Office of Mgmt. 
& Budget, Instructions for Implementing Exec. Order No. 13423: “Strengthening 
Fed. Envtl., Energy, & Transp. 37 (Mar. 29, 2007), (revoked by EO 13693 
Implementing Instructions). See generally THE WHITE HOUSE COUNCIL ON 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY OFFICE OF FEDERAL SUSTAINABILITY, 
IMPLEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR EXECUTIVE ORDER 13693 PLANNING FOR 
FEDERAL SUSTAINABILITY IN THE NEXT DECADE (2015), 
https://www.wbdg.org/FFC/FED/EO/eo13693_instructions.pdf. 
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contrary or divergent statutory definitions for renewable energy.41 
Additionally, the oil and gas industries appear to be engaging in a 
multi-prong approach to prevent or thwart the effect of federal 
renewable energy legislation42 by lobbying against creating a federal 
RPS43 and embarking on a disinformation campaign at state and 
federal levels to redefine renewable energy to include traditional 
energy sources like coal and nuclear energy.44 
To be clear, “renewable energy” is poorly defined and may 
include different types of energy depending on how lawmakers 
define renewable energy at the state level.45 As such, it should come 
as no surprise that RECs lack consistency across state boundaries. 
Indeed, each state opts to balance competing priorities, as will be 
discussed more in Section II.A below. 
 
                                                                                                         
41 Different renewable energy bills have been routinely proposed in 
Congress. Mormann, supra note 17, at 687 (“More than twenty-five proposals for 
a federal RPS have been introduced on Capitol Hill, but none has passed both 
chambers to date.”) (citation omitted). 
42 Cf. Matthew L. Wald, Ethanol Surplus May Lift Gas Prices, N.Y. TIMES 
(Mar. 15, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/16/business/energy-
environment/ethanol-glut-threatens-a-rise-in-gasoline-
prices.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0. 
43 See Lindsay Renick Mayer, Big Oil, Big Influence, PBS (Aug. 1, 2008), 
http://www.pbs.org/now/shows/347/oil-politics.html; see also Anne C. Mulkern, 
Greenwire, Oil and Gas Interests Set Spending Record for Lobbying in 2009, N.Y. 
TIMES (Feb. 2, 2010), http://www.nytimes.com/gwire/2010/02/02/02greenwire-
oil-and-gas-interests-set-spending-record-for-l-1504.html?pagewanted=all.  
44 Erin Voegele, The Murkowski Energy Plan Takes the “Renewable” Out of 
the RFS, BIOMASS (Feb. 8, 2013), 
http://biomassmagazine.com/blog/article/2013/02/the-murkowski-energy-plan-
takes-the-renewable-out-of-the-rfs; Felicity Carus, Fossil Fuel Industry’s Attacks 
on RPS Fading in the Sun, PV-TECH / SOLAR MEDIA LIMITED (Mar. 26, 2013), 
http://www.pvtech.org/editors_blog/fossil_fuel_industrys_attacks_on_rps_fadin
g_in_the_sun (last visited Sept. 24, 2017) [hereinafter Solar Media]; Lindsay 
Morris, How House Republicans May Control the Energy Debate, RENEWABLE 
ENERGY WORLD.COM (Nov. 3, 2010), 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2010/11/rep-dave-
camp-enters-the-energy-policy-spotlight. 
45 See generally KELSI BRACMORT, CONG. RESEARCH SERV., BIOMASS: 
COMPARISON OF DEFINITIONS IN LEGISLATION (2015), 
http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R40529.pdf. 
9
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3. One Alternative Definition of RECs 
 
However, not all states or tracking systems define RECs as 
credits representing and conveying “the renewable, environmental 
and/or social attributes of renewable electricity generation” or 
connote the same meaning to an “attribute.”46 For example, the 
Michigan Renewable Energy Certification System—which tracks 
the trading and retirement of Michigan’s RECs—defines RECs in 
relation to the type of renewable sources or inputs used to produce 
the electricity47 so that certain RECs receive additional “incentive 
RECs” if they originate from particularly desirable renewable 
sources such as non-wind sources,48 or otherwise bolster 
employment in Michigan.49 Ostensibly, this occurs because one 
express goal of many renewable energy mandates is to boost the 
state employment rate50 and diversify the range of renewable energy 
sources in the state51 since renewable energy can result in 
inconsistent energy flows.52 As such, some states like Michigan 
expressly recognize this and declare that not all RECs are created 
equal. 
Moreover, other states, even if they define RECs according to 
the traditional definition, statutorily allow credit multipliers or set-
                                                                                                         
46 JONES et al., supra note 19, at 3; Gillenwater, supra note 3, at 5. 
47 MIRECS, INCENTIVE RECS AND INTER-REGISTRY TRANSFERS, (2014), 
http://www.mirecs.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/4/2014/06/Interregistry-Credit-
Transfer-05022014.docx (last visited Sept. 24, 2017). 
48 Wind represented 991MW, or 94%, of renewable energy capacity 
approved by the Michigan Public Service Commission from 2009–2011. In 
contrast, solar, landfill, and biomass each contributed only 2%, or 17mw, 24mw, 
and 20mw each, respectively, to Michigan’s renewable energy capacity during 
the same time period. Michigan created such incentives to foster development in 
non-wind renewable sources. See id.  
49 See MIRECS, supra note 47. 
50 CORY & SWEZEY, supra note 30, at iii (“A successful RPS policy must 
balance a state’s goals for fuel diversity, economic development, price effects, 
and environmental benefits.”).  
51 Id.  
52 Some renewable energy sources work best during certain seasons or times 
of day, so having various renewable energy sources diversifies risk and provides 
greater energy security. Stiles, supra note 29, at 42. 
10
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asides to favor certain types of renewable sources,53 as will be 
discussed in Section II.B.2 below. 
 
B.  Legal Ownership of RECs  
 
Since RECs implicate both property rights and contracts, they 
are governed by state law.54 RECs constitute property rights in that 
they transfer property between parties.55 RECs constitute contracts 
in that they manifest the willingness of buyers and sellers to transact 
for the sale of property.56 
RECs could theoretically be subject to federal regulation under 
the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (“PURPA”),57 an 
amendment to the Federal Power Act (“FPA”) that regulates the 
interstate sale of electricity58 and was created in order to increase 
society’s reliance on renewable energy and to increase competition 
for the production of electricity.59 However, the agency in charge of 
administering PURPA—the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (“FERC”)60—unequivocally determined that Congress 
intended RECs to fall outside the gambit of federal control.61 
                                                                                                         
53 E.g., ARIZ. ADMIN. CODE § 14-2-1806 (2017) (effective as of Aug. 14, 
2007 rulemaking). 
54 Wheelabrator Lisbon, Inc. v. Conn. Dept. of Pub. Util., 531 F.3d 183, 186 
(2d. Cir. 2008); Nathanial Gronewold, Renewable Energy: Traders in Clean-
Energy Certificates Fear House Bill Will Upset Market, E&E PUBLISHING, LLC 
(July 2, 2009), http://www.eenews.net/public/greenwire/2009/07/02/2 (last 
visited Sept. 24, 2017). 
55 Wheelabrator Lisbon, 531 F.3d at 186. 
56 E.g., Gronewold, supra note 54.  
57 16 U.S.C. § 824a-3 (2005). 
58 16 U.S.C. § 824 (2005); Jersey Central Power & Light Co. v. Fed. Power 
Comm’n, 319 U.S. 61, 67–68 (1943) (noting that Congress intended the FPA to 
allow for federal regulation of interstate electricity). 
59 Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 § 210(e), 16 U.S.C. § 824a-
3(e); F.E.R.C. v. Mississippi, 456 U.S. 742, 745–46 (1982). 
60 Financial Transmission Rights and Electricity Markets, Hearing Before 
the Senate Comm. on Energy & Nat. Res., 112th Cong. 1–2 (2010) (statement of 
Jon Wellinghoff, Chairman, Fed. Energy Regulatory Comm’n), 2010 WL 
781504. 
61 WSPP Inc., 139 FERC P 61061 (F.E.R.C. Apr. 20, 2012), 2012 WL 
1395532, at 5–6 (holding that RECs fall outside FERC’s jurisdiction under 
11
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Congress tasked FERC with regulating the transmission of interstate 
electricity, oil, and natural gas,62 and RECs would otherwise fall 
within this jurisdiction.63 
Reasoning that PURPA does not discuss the environmental 
attributes of electricity, FERC found that RECs can only be 
transferred under state law, not federal law.64 While some might 
point out that PURPA does not discuss the environmental attributes 
of electricity since it predated the creation of a REC by 
approximately twenty years,65 the fact remains that FERC 
determined that RECs receive regulation only from states. FERC’s 
reasoning seems to have a solid legal foundation since the policy 
behind PURPA ostensibly was to regulate the transmission and sale 
“of electric energy in interstate commerce” to the extent that these 
sales were not regulated by the states.66 Since RECs are a state legal 
construct, they are implicitly regulated by states. Moreover, the 
primary purpose of the FPA and, by extension PURPA, has been to 
thwart abusive policies instituted by public utilities and provide 
effective federal regulation for selling and transmitting electricity 
across state lines.67 Currently, no evidence indicates that RECs 
impact electricity usage or otherwise implicate abusive practices, 
which might necessitate federal government regulation.68 For these 
reasons, state law originating under both contract and property laws 
                                                                                                         
sections 205, 206, and 201 of the FPA because RECs are state-created instruments 
which do not affect electricity rates).  
62 FED. ENERGY REGULATORY COMM’N, ABOUT FERC, 
http://www.ferc.gov/about/about.asp (last visited Sept. 24, 2017). 
63 FERC rulings cannot be appealed directly to circuit courts. In other words, 
FERC rulings are binding unless an aggrieved party in the zone of interest files a 
lawsuit against a defendant in a trial court and pursues the matter through 
traditional legal channels. See XCel Energy Servs. Inc. v. Fed. Energy Regulatory 
Comm’n, 407 F.3d 1242, 1244 (D.C. Cir. 2005). 
64 Am. Ref-Fuel Co., et al., 105 FERC ¶ 61004, 61007 (F.E.R.C. Oct. 1, 
2003), 2003 WL 22255784. 
65 See Freehold Cogeneration Assoc., L.P. v. Bd. of Regulatory Comm’rs of 
the State of N.Y., 44 F.3d 1178, 1182 (1995).  
66 16 U.S.C. § 824(a) (2005). 
67 Gulf States Utils. Co. v. Fed. Power Comm’n, 411 U.S. 747, 758 (1973), 
rehearing denied 412 U.S. 944 (1973). 
68 WSPP Inc., 139 FERC ¶ 61061 (F.E.R.C. Apr. 20, 2012), 2012 WL 
1395532, at 6. 
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govern the sale of RECs, not federal law.69  
Moreover, most states have found that even if the parties did not 
contemplate using RECs when creating the contract, the entity 
purchasing RECs—and not the generator of renewable energy—
owns the REC attributes,70 presumably because the utilities paid for 
this benefit. As such, after RECs gained popularity, it is only fitting 
that states view the entity purchasing RECs as the true owner of the 
goods in accordance with both contract and property laws.71 
 
C.  Importance of RECs 
 
RECs provide a primary mechanism for regulated utilities to 
meet required renewable energy portfolio standards issued by 
states.72 RECs also allow corporations, the federal government, and 
individuals to support sustainable energy goals and initiatives.73 In 
so doing, RECs implicitly encourage renewable energy 
development by expanding the revenue available for generators of 
renewable energy to invest in new renewable energy projects. For 
example, almost 50% of U.S. renewable energy generation in the 
last seventeen years has stemmed from RPSs, and RECs provide a 
primary method for achieving RPSs. 74 
 
1. RECs are a Large and Growing Market  
 
At least three factors demonstrate that RECs represent a large 
and growing market fueled by both voluntary and compulsory 
                                                                                                         
69 See id. at 5; accord Xcel Energy Serv. Inc. v. FERC., 407 F.3d 1242, 1243 
(2005).  
70 In re Ownership of RECs, 389 N.J. Super. 481, 485 (2007).  
71 See Wheelabrator Lisbon, Inc. v. Conn. Dept. of Pub. Util., 531 F.3d 183, 
at 186, 189 (2d. Cir. 2008). 
72 GALEN BARBOSE, LAWRENCE BERKELEY NAT’L LAB., U.S. RENEWABLES 
PORTFOLIO STANDARDS 2017 ANNUAL STATUS REPORT 3, 28, & 3 (July 2017), 
https://emp.lbl.gov/publications/us-renewables-portfolio-standards-0. 
73 See, e.g., Brad Smith, Greener Datacenters for a Brighter Future: 
Microsoft’s Commitment to Renewable Energy, MICROSOFT (May 19, 2016), 
https://blogs.microsoft.com/on-the-issues/2016/05/19/greener-datacenters-
brighter-future-microsofts-commitment-renewable-energy/.  
74 BARBOSE, supra note 72, at 3 & 28.  
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purchasers.75 First, an increasing quantity of RECs have been 
created and transferred between entities over the last decade.76 
Second, a growing number of states have instituted RPSs, with 
twenty-nine states plus the District of Columbia and two U.S. 
territories formally instituting RPS mandates.77 Another eight states 
and two U.S. territories have non-binding RPS goals as further 
described in Appendix I.78 Additionally, some utilities may 
voluntarily choose to meet RPS targets even if there is no formal 
RPS mandate or goal instituted by the state in which the utility 
operates.79 More states requiring or encouraging RPSs necessarily 
increases the demand for RECs since RECs represent a relatively 
simple way for load serving entities (“LSEs”) and utilities to meet 
these RPS targets and mandates.80 Third, most states incorporate a 
stair-step approach to meeting RPS requirements, in that RPS targets 
grow over time.81 For these three reasons, experts project the 
                                                                                                         
75 Gronewold, supra note 54; see Ed Holt & Lori Bird, Emerging Markets for 
RECs: Opportunities and Challenges, NORTH AMERICAN WIND POWER, July 
2005, at Table 1, https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy05osti/37388.pdf.  
76 See Using Tracking Systems with the Implementation of Section 111(d) 
State Plans, APX RESEARCH (Oct. 2014), 
https://www.eenews.net/assets/2015/06/08/document_cpp_05.pdf (“More than 
10 million RECS have been transferred from one registry to another using the 
import-export functionality developed and launched in 2010.”); see BARBOSE, 
supra note 72, at 3, 12 (July 2017), https://emp.lbl.gov/publications/us-
renewables-portfolio-standards-0. 
77 See Jocelyn Durkay, State Renewable Portfolio Standards and Goals, 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES (“NCSL”) (Aug. 1, 2017), 
http://www.ncsl.org/research/energy/renewable-portfolio-standards.aspx; see 
infra Appendix I.  
78 Id.; see infra Appendix I. 
79 See, e.g., DSIRE, NC CLEAN ENERGY TECH. CTR., JEA - CLEAN POWER 
PROGRAM (2017), http://programs.dsireusa.org/system/program/detail/934.  
80 See EDWARD HOLT, JENNY SUMNER & LORI BIRD, NAT’L RENEWABLE 
ENERGY LAB., THE ROLE OF RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES IN DEVELOPING 
NEW RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECTS 9 (JUNE 2011), 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy11osti/51904.pdf. 
81 E.g., California Renewables Portfolio Standard Program, CAL. PUB. UTIL. 
CODE § 399.15, http://www.leginfo.ca.gov/pub/11-12/bill/sen/sb_0001-
0050/sbx1_2_bill_20110412_chaptered.pdf. 
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number and usage of RECs to likely increase in future years.82 
 
2. RECs Represent an Efficient Way to Meet Targets  
 
RECs utilize market forces to allow low-cost providers of 
renewable energy to specialize in producing renewable energy while 
other parties, including utilities, pay for the product—the renewable 
aspects of energy production—at a lower price than they could 
create the product.83 Using RECs dovetails with general principles 
of efficiency by enabling parties that want to or have to consume 
renewable energy to purchase it from other parties that have core 
strengths in generating renewable energy.84 This creates a win-win 
situation for both the buyer and seller of RECs. The buyer benefits 
because it can purchase RECs for less money than it would take to 
make the renewable energy itself. The seller benefits because it 
gains a premium over the market price for the electricity produced, 
and this premium can be plowed back into the business or 
distributed to the generator’s owners. Optimally, this premium will 
be redirected back into the business so that new renewable energy 
can be created more efficiently due to economies of scale and 
investment in new, more efficient technology.85 
Much like the cap-and-trade system for carbon offsets, the REC 
market uses supply and demand to best allocate scarce resources in 
renewable power generation.86 In a sense, the compliance market for 
                                                                                                         
82 See HOLT, SUMNER & BIRD, supra note 80, at 3, 28–29 (noting that REC 
demand is anticipated to increase and that “[i]ncreasing RPS targets keeps 
pressure on demand and creates a need to build new resources”); but see Solar 
Media, supra note 44 (discussing attempts to repeal state RPS targets). 
83 Hart & Marcellino, supra note 4, at 200.  
84 Cf. HOLT, SUMNER & BIRD, supra note 80, at 37.  
85 See CHRISTOPHER COOPER & BENJAMIN SOVACOOL, NETWORK FOR NEW 
ENERGY CHOICES, RENEWING AMERICA: THE CASE FOR FEDERAL LEADERSHIP ON 
A NATIONAL RENEWABLE PORTFOLIO STANDARD (RPS) 8 (2007), 
http://grist.files.wordpress.com/2007/08/rps_report_cooper_sovacool_final_hill.
pdf.  
86 Alexandra L. Pichette, Becoming Positive About Being Carbon Neutral: 
Requiring Public Accountability for Internet Companies, 14 VAND. J. ENT. & 
TECH. L. 425, n.189 (2012) (analogizing carbon offsets with RECs because RECs 
represent a different method of “commoditizing the environmental benefit of 
renewable energy”) (citation omitted).  
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RECs effectively acts as a market floor for the quantity of RECs 
demanded, signaling to renewable energy investors how much 
additional capacity needs to be created in order to meet the baseline 
market demand for RECs.87 Consumers and shareholders concerned 
with environmental sustainability, in turn, augment this demand for 
RECs by purchasing additional RECs on the voluntary market.88 
This voluntary market effectively competes for the same RECs as 
the compulsory market, elevating the price of RECs until supply 
meets demand for both compulsory and voluntary REC 
purchasers.89 By creating a market with a minimum demand for 
RECs, states effectively encourage the efficient development of 
renewable energy and decrease society’s reliance on fossil fuels. 
 
D.  Different Types of Purchasers of RECs  
 
As discussed above, two distinct sets of purchasers of RECs 
exist—those subject to RPS goals and voluntary purchasers 
accountable to the public at large, shareholders, and customers. 
Speculation does not appear to frequently occur in the REC market, 
perhaps because the REC market is relatively illiquid and 
regionally-based, though market intermediaries such as REC 
brokers facilitate transactions between buyers and sellers.90 
                                                                                                         
87 See HOLT, SUMNER & BIRD, supra note 80, at 9. 
88 See generally JENNY HEETER, PHILIP ARMSTRONG & LORI BIRD, NAT’L 
RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB., MARKET BRIEF: STATUS OF THE VOLUNTARY 
RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE MARKET (2011 DATA) V. (2012), 
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy12osti/56128.pdf. 
89 Amy Westervelt, Oregon Case Highlights the Trouble With RECs, 
GIGAOM (Oct. 21, 2008), http://gigaom.com/2008/10/21/oregon-case-highlights-
the-trouble-with-recs/ (last visited Sept. 24, 2017); see generally Elisa Wood, 
Green Trading: Why the Chase Is On For US RECs, RENEWABLE ENERGY 
WORLD (May 1, 2007), 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2007/05/green-trading-
why-the-chase-is-on-for-us-recs-51527. 
90 HOLT, SUMNER & BIRD, supra note 80, at 8; but see Anya Litvak, 
Renewable Energy Credit Market is on the Upswing in Pennsylvania, 
PITTSBURGH POST-GAZETTE (Feb. 8, 2014), http://www.post-
gazette.com/business/2014/02/09/Renewable-energy-credit-market-is-on-
upswing-in-Pennsylvania/stories/201402090073.  
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However, RECs can be used to hedge investments,91 enabling 
companies to mitigate future risk. While some RPSs represent mere 
goals rather than mandated targets, for all intents and purposes, 
public utilities are mandatory purchasers of RECs because they are 
pressured by state legislatures to purchase renewable energy and, by 
extension, RECs.92 That is, most states allow a portion of their state 
RPS targets to be achieved through purchasing RECs rather than 
investing in new renewable energy investments,93 and RECs 
represent a comparatively cheaper method of complying with the 
RPS targets. So, utilities and LSEs represent a steady stream of 
demand for RECs, attracting financing for the construction of new 
renewable energy projects.94 The costs for REC purchases are not 
absorbed by the utility per se but rather are effectively paid by the 
utility’s rate-payers through requirements imposed by the 
jurisdiction’s public utility commission.95 In short, compulsory REC 
purchasers generally have little choice but to use REC purchases to 
meet the state legislatures’ prescribed renewable energy targets.96 
However, this is difficult because many states set limits on the use 
of RECs, making it impossible to meet the RPS requirements solely 
through the use of RECs.97 
                                                                                                         
91 See, e.g., Disaggregated Commitments of Traders-All Futures Combined 
Positions as of Aug. 29, 2017: Reportable Positions, CFTC, 
http://www.cftc.gov/files/dea/cotarchives/2017/futures/other_sf082917.htm 
(showing that certain vintages of RECs are traded as futures and that those trades 
are monitored by the CFTC). 
92 See Lee Barken, T-RECs Invade California Energy Market, 
GREENTECHSOLAR (Mar. 12, 2010) 
http://www.greentechmedia.com/articles/read/t-recs-invade-california-energy-
market/ (last visited Sept. 24, 2017).  
93 See LORI BIRD & ELIZABETH LOKEY, NAT’L RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB., 
INTERACTION OF COMPLIANCE AND VOLUNTARY RENEWABLE ENERGY MARKETS 
3 (OCT. 2007), available at http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy08osti/42096.pdf. 
94 HOLT, SUMNER & BIRD, supra note 80, at 10. 
95 See, e.g., Cy Ryan, Commissioner: Energy Programs are Tapping Out NV 
Energy Customers, LAS VEGAS SUN (Mar. 14, 2013), 
http://www.lasvegassun.com/news/2013/mar/14/commissioner-energy-
programs-are-tapping-out-nv-en/. 
96 See, e.g., U.S. DEP’T OF ENERGY, RENEWABLE PORTFOLIO STANDARD 3-4, 
https://energy.gov/savings/renewable-portfolio-standard-7.  
97 See, e.g., id. at 3. 
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Conversely, most voluntary buyers are not subject to legislative 
mandates in deciding whether to purchase RECs,98 though federal 
government REC purchasers are considered part of the voluntary 
market and are mandated to purchase RECs.99 Most voluntary 
buyers consist of corporations motivated by a commitment to 
fulfilling mission statements,100 obtaining a robust sustainability 
scorecard,101 generating good media attention,102 mitigating 
attrition,103 and perhaps engaging in altruism. Indeed, “many large 
U.S. companies consider their stance on labor, environmental, and 
social practices to be the ‘next competitive battlefield,’”104 and 
many companies buy RECs instead of acquiring renewable energy 
directly,105 which may explain why voluntary REC buyers did not 
                                                                                                         
98 See U.S. ENVTL. PROT. AGENCY, GREEN POWER PARTNERSHIP, STATE OF 
THE VOLUNTARY GREEN POWER MARKET 13 (Jan. 25, 2017), 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2017-
01/documents/webinar_20170125_kent.pdf. 
99 FEDERAL RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE GUIDE, OFFICE OF FEDERAL 
SUSTAINABILITY COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 4 (June 16, 2016), 
https://www.sustainability.gov/Resources/Guidance_reports/Federal-
Renewable-Energy-Certificate-Guide-June-16-2016-Final-Version.pdf. 
100 How to Write Your Mission Statement, ENTREPRENEUR (Oct. 30, 2003), 
http://www.entrepreneur.com/article/65230. 
101 See Martin Thomas & Mark W. McElroy, A Better Scorecard for your 
Company’s Sustainability Efforts, HARV. BUS. REV. (Dec. 10, 2015).  
102 See generally LINDSEY CLARK & DAVID MASTER, GOVERNANCE & 
ACCOUNTABILITY INSTITUTE, INC., 2012 CORPORATE [ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL, 
& GOVERNANCE] ESG / SUSTAINABILITY / RESPONSIBILITY REPORTING—DOES IT 
MATTER? 2, 16, 24, 36 (Dec. 17, 2011), http://www.ga-
institute.com/fileadmin/user_upload/Reports/SP500_-_Final_12-15-12.pdf.  
103 Christina DesMarais, 6 Ways to Reduce Employee Turnover, INC. 
MAGAZINE (Dec. 18, 2015), https://www.inc.com/christina-desmarais/6-ways-to-
reduce-employee-turnover.html. 
104 Michael R. Siebecker, Trust & Transparency: Promoting Efficient 
Corporate Disclosure Through Fiduciary-Based Disclosure, 87 WASH. U.L. REV. 
115, 127 (2009) (quoting Clinton Wilder, The Next Competitive Battlefield-The 
Sustainability Movement’s “Triple Bottom Line” Requires IT Execs to Deliver 
Better Data, OPTIMIZE 76 (Aug. 1, 2002)). 
105 Clare Taylor, Corporate Demand to Boost Renewable Energy Credits 
Market, RENEWABLE ENERGY WORLD (Apr. 12, 2017), 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/articles/2017/04/corporate-demand-to-
boost-renewable-energy-credits-market.html (“RECs play an important part in 
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to rescind REC purchases even when the economy faltered during 
the Great Recession of 2008.106 
This resiliency of the voluntary REC market is important 
because voluntary buyers make up a large portion of REC demand 
both on an absolute and a percentage basis.107 In terms of absolute 
numbers, “between 2004 and 2008, voluntary market demand for 
renewable energy slightly exceeded compliance market demand for 
new renewable energy,”108 and in terms of relative numbers, the 
voluntary market experienced an annual compound growth rate of 
40% between 2003 and 2009 and 26% between 2006 and 2010.109 
On average, the voluntary market grew “at a rate of 30-50% per year 
to the point that voluntary demand . . . [was] roughly equal with 
demand for new renewables created by RPS policies” in 2009.110 
Notwithstanding the large volume of RECs traded on the market by 
voluntary buyers, some contend that such voluntary REC purchases 
do not displace traditional sources of energy because they do not 
enter into long-term REC contracts and cannot be relied upon as a 
steady stream of income by renewable energy investors,111 meaning 
                                                                                                         
achieving these [sustainability] targets, currently accounting for 54–59 percent of 
voluntary demand for green power procurement.”). 
106 HEETER, ARMSTRONG & BIRD, supra note 88, at 22; but see JENNY 
HEETER & LORI BIRD, NAT’L RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB., STATUS & TRENDS IN 
U.S. COMPLIANCE AND VOLUNTARY RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE 
MARKETS (2010 DATA) 23 (2011), 
http://apps3.eere.energy.gov/greenpower/pdfs/52925.pdf. 
107 Jones, supra note 14, at 9-10. 
108 LORI BIRD & JENNY SUMNER, GREEN POWER MARKETING IN THE 
UNITED STATES: A STATUS REPORT (2009 DATA) 10 (2010), 
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy11osti/49403.pdf. 
109 HOLT, SUMNER & BIRD, supra note 80, at 9; see also HEETER, 
ARMSTRONG & BIRD, supra note 88, at 4. 
110 Letter from Gabe Petlin, President, Renewable Energy Marketers Ass’n 
(“REMA”), and Jonathan Edwards, Director, REMA to Mary Nichols, Chairman 
of California Air Resources Board (“CARB”), and James Goldstene, Executive 
Officer of CARB 3 (June 12, 2009), 
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/meetings/051809/may18pcrema2.pdf. 
111 E.g., Gillenwater, supra note 3, at 7, 9–10; cf. BLAIR SWEZEY, JØM 
AABAKKEN & LORI BIRD, A PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION OF THE SUPPLY AND 
DEMAND BALANCE FOR RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY, NAT’L RENEWABLE ENERGY 
LAB. 9 (2007), https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy08osti/42266.pdf.  
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that their “additionality” is suspect.112 Conversely, others follow a 
traditional economic approach by asserting that voluntary REC 
purchases displace traditional energy generation by driving up 
demand for renewable energy, naturally influencing investment 
decisions and materially impacting the supply of RECs on the 
market.113 
Regardless of whether the voluntary market displaces traditional 
energy supply to create “additionality,” both compulsory and 
voluntary purchasers of RECs interact to create a robust market for 
REC generators. 
 
II. REC TRACKING ACROSS THE UNITED STATES 
 
A.  Overview of REC Tracking Systems  
 
In the United States, ten different registries created between 
2002 and 2016 track RECs114 (individually, a “Registry” and, 
collectively, the “Registries”). Some Registries serve multiple states 
while some serve a single state. Each Registry has its own operating 
instructions and acts as a voluntary association of participants 
financed either solely through user costs or through a mixture of 
                                                                                                         
112 Additionality implicates “whether the incremental revenue from the sale 
of offset credits is a ‘decisive reason (although not necessarily the only reason) 
for the project [or investment] activity.” Gillenwater, supra note 3, at 1, 7, 12–13 
(citation omitted); see also Tom Stoddard, The Economics of Renewable Energy 
Certificates, GRIST http://grist.org/article/2009-12-03-the-economics-of-
renewable-energy-certificates/ (last visited Sept. 24, 2017).  
113 E.g., ORRIN COOK & ANDREAS KARELAS, CTR. FOR RES. SOLUTIONS, 
INSIGHTS INTO THE RENEWABLE ENERGY MARKET: A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF 
PROCUREMENT TRENDS, DRIVERS, & IMPACTS OF VOLUNTARY COMMERCIAL 
PURCHASERS 11 (2009).  
114 CTR. FOR CLIMATE & ENERGY SOLUTIONS, RENEWABLE ENERGY 
CREDIT TRACKING SYSTEMS, https://www.c2es.org/us-states-regions/policy-
maps/renewable-energy-credit-tracking; ENVTL. TRACKING NETWORK OF N. AM. 
[hereinafter ETNNA], THE INTERSECTION BETWEEN CARBON, RECS, AND 
TRACKING: ACCOUNTING AND TRACKING THE CARBON ATTRIBUTES OF 
RENEWABLE ENERGY, 3 & 4, Feb. 2010, http://resource-solutions.org/wp-
content/uploads/2015/08/Intersection-btwn-Carbon-RECs-and-Tracking.pdf.  
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state financing and user costs.115 Registries “assign a unique 
identification number to each REC, or MWh generated, in a 
particular region” so that “a uniquely identified REC can only be in 
one tracking system account (e.g., owned by one account holder) at 
a time.”116 Most Registries run on software created by one 
company—APX—which also manages the software for the 
international Voluntary Carbon Standard Registry.117  
Certain states do not participate in Registries, either because 
they do not recognize RECs118 or because they only allow “bundled 
RECs” and the electricity grid already monitors transmissions, 
making Registries redundant.119 These varied state-by-state 
approaches to deciding whether or not to use and how to implement 
Registries indicate that the U.S. has employed the state-as-a-
laboratory concept for RECs,120 possibly so that the best statutory 
construct and/or Registry will become clear over time.  
Notably, while Registries cost money to implement and 
maintain, RECs traded on Registries primarily benefit the local 
economy by creating investments in renewable energy,121 providing 
jobs,122 and decreasing pollution.123 If compulsory buyers purchase 
                                                                                                         
115 See HEETER, RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATE (REC) TRACKING 
SYSTEMS: COSTS & VERIFICATION ISSUES, NAT’L RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB 12–
13 (Oct. 11, 2013), https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy14osti/60640.pdf.  
116 EPA, RENEWABLE ENERGY TRACKING SYSTEMS, 
https://www.epa.gov/greenpower/renewable-energy-tracking-systems. 
117 Wood, supra note 89. 
118 See HOLT, SUMNER & BIRD, supra note 80, at 3. 
119 E.g., DSIRE, supra note 79. 
120 Timothy Zick, Are the States Sovereign?, 83 WASH. U. L. Q. 275, 310-
11 (2005). 
121 See EDWARD A. HOLT & RYAN H. WISER, LAWRENCE BERKELEY NAT’L 
LAB, THE TREATMENT OF RENEWABLE ENERGY CERTIFICATES, EMISSIONS 
ALLOWANCES, AND GREEN POWER PROGRAMS IN STATE RENEWABLES PORTFOLIO 
STANDARDS, 4 (Apr. 2007), https://emp.lbl.gov/sites/default/files/report-lbnl-
62574.pdf. 
122 E.g., Felicity Carus, Renewable and Environmental Markets Relieved at 
Dodd Frank Rule, BREAKING ENERGY (July 19, 2012), 
http://breakingenergy.com/2012/07/19/renewable-and-environmental-markets-
relieved-at-dodd-frank-rule. 
123 See, e.g., VT. DEPT. OF PUB. SERV., 2016 VERMONT COMPREHENSIVE 
ENERGY PLAN, 
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RECs from in-state producers of renewable energy, then the same 
party absorbing the cost—the state citizenry—captures these 
benefits. Conversely, if compulsory buyers purchase RECs from 
out-of-state producers of renewable energy (the “REC importer”), 
then the state citizenry captures none of the benefits. Instead, the 
state where the business selling RECs is domiciled (the “REC 
exporter”) benefits at the REC importer’s expense by receiving a 
positive externality124 through infusion of capital for renewable 
energy investment, thereby, encouraging job growth and decreasing 
reliance on fossil fuels. 
In other words, if one state pollutes less to produce the energy 
that it makes, it should have proportionally cleaner air since 
pollution is localized to the area where it is generated.125 RPSs 
effectively mandate that utilities diversify their electricity sources to 
decrease reliance on fossil fuels.126 However, because RPSs can be 
met through purchasing RECs instead of actually offsetting or 
displacing fossil fuel use, the renewable energy benefits become 
separated from electricity usage. This means that, ceteris paribus, 
REC exporters actually use less fossil fuel because renewable 
energy has displaced fossil fuel on the grid.127 So, even though REC 
                                                                                                         
http://publicservice.vermont.gov/sites/dps/files/documents/Pubs_Plans_Reports/
State_Plans/Comp_Energy_Plan/2015/2016CEP_ES_Final.pdf.  
124 Positive externalities for a certain activity “produces benefits that accrue 
beyond the regulating jurisdiction.” Daniel C. Esty, Revitalizing Environmental 
Federalism, 95 MICH. L. REV. 570, 587 (1996). 
125 The EPA implicitly recognized the proposition that greenhouse gas 
emissions are localized but can travel across state borders when it passed the 
Clean Air Interstate Rule (“CAIR”) program and the Cross-State Air Pollution 
Rule (“CSAPR”). Both CAIR and CSAPR addressed the issue of “transported 
pollutants” across state bounds and were overturned by the D.C. Circuit Court as 
being arbitrary and capricious. EME Homer City Generation, L.P. v. Envtl. Prot. 
Agency, 696 F.3d 7 (D.C. Cir. 2012), rev’d and remanded, 134 S. Ct. 1584, 188 
L. Ed. 2d 775 (2014); see also Troutman Sanders LLP, Court Denies Rehearing 
of Decision Overturning CSAPR, RENEWABLE ENERGY INSIGHTS, (Jan. 28, 2013), 
http://www.renewableinsights.com/2013/01/court-denies-rehearing-of-decision-
overturning-csapr/. 
126 See Joshua P. Fershee, Changing Resources, Changing Market: The 
Impact of a National Renewable Portfolio Standard on the U.S. Energy Industry, 
29 ENERGY L.J. 49, 58 (2008). 
127 See HOLT & BIRD, supra note 10, at 52. 
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exporters no longer legally own that green attribute, REC exporters 
still reap the benefits of decreased reliance on fossil fuels and 
increased job creation at the expense of REC importers.128 
Some authors have even suggested that states without RPS 
mandates effectively act as free-riders and obtain the benefits of 
surrounding states’ decreased pollution emissions without incurring 
costs for implementing RPSs.129 This free-rider problem occurs 
because pollution seamlessly crosses state borders.130 Less fossil 
fuel used or produced in a state, by necessity, decreases air pollution 
in a neighboring state. Ironically, this implies that states with the 
most to gain from RPS mandates may not be the states instituting 
RPSs at all but rather neighboring states of REC exporters that 
benefit from lower air pollution at no cost. 
Moreover, states where it costs less to produce energy through 
traditional energy sources such as oil, coal, and nuclear reactors 
have been more reticent to institute RPSs.131 These states might be 
worried that renewable energy production could cannibalize 
traditional energy sales,132 harming the state’s economic well-being. 
These states might also not see the need to invest in alternative forms 
of energy,133 as renewable energy requires significant up-front 
capital investment cost.134  
To track RPS compliance, most states use RECs and Registries, 
                                                                                                         
128 See Joshua J. Houser, Supplying the Light at the End of the Tunnel: Using 
State-Level Experience to Develop Federal-Level Renewable Energy Policy, 19 
SOUTHEASTERN ENVTL. L.J. 153, 162 (2010).  
129 E.g., COOPER & SOVACOOL, supra note 85, at 10.  
130 See 42 U.S.C. § 7426 (2012) (implicitly supporting this proposition since 
there is no need for interstate pollution abatement if pollution cannot migrate 
through the air and cross state lines). 
131 Elisa Wood, Winning Dixie: Drawing In the Southeastern U.S., 
RENEWABLE ENERGY WORLD.COM (June 3, 2009), 
http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2009/06/winning-dixie-
drawing-in-the-southeastern-us (describing how the Southeast has resisted 
renewable energy initiatives). 
132 See id. 
133 See id. 
134 COOPER & SOVACOOL, supra note 85, at 47 (quoting Christopher B. 
Berendt, A State-Based Approach to Building a Liquid National Market for 
Renewable Energy Certificates: The REC-EX Model, 19 ELECTRICITY J. 54, 57 
(2006)).  
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some of which allow transfers and sales between other Registries,135 
creating some unique issues that will be discussed in Section II.B 
below.  
 
B.  Inter-Registry Transfers Are Problematic  
 
Inter-Registry transfers provide a great tool for solving supply 
shortages and decreasing REC prices regionally,136 but have limited 
usefulness. This is because Registries act independently from one 
another, so no Registry can direct another Registry’s actions. 
Effectively, each Registry acts as a “certifying agency” by giving 
RECs unique, identifying numbers, and by registering and tracking 
REC transfers and retirements.137 Registries also verify RPS 
compliance, support eco-labeling environmental disclosures, and 
substantiate green marketing claims,138 but they do not act as an 
exchange.139 Registries also expressly denounce legal liability for 
title disputes between users in their Terms of Use and Operating 
Rules.140 In short, Registries provide an information service, not a 
brokerage, marketing, or legal service, creating numerous problems 
for the REC market, some of which are highlighted below. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                         
135 See discussion infra Section II.B.3. 
136 COOK & KARELAS, supra note 113, at 7; see J. Heeter et al., A Survey of 
State-Level Cost and Benefit Estimates of Renewable Portfolio Standards, NAT’L 
RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB. & LAWRENCE BERKELEY NAT’L LAB., 11 (2014), 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy14osti/61042.pdf.  
137 See RENEWABLE CHOICE ENERGY, supra note 3, at 4; McDonnell, Engel 
& Barnhart, supra note 7, at 831–32. 
138 HOLT & WISER, supra note 121, at vii. 
139 E.g., Frequently Asked Questions, NORTH CAROLINA RENEWABLE 
ENERGY TRACKING SYSTEM, http://www.ncrets.org/faq/ (last visited Sept. 25, 
2017). 
140 E.g., Generation Attribute Tracking System Terms of Use, §2, PJM-
GATS (Feb. 27, 2017), http://www.pjm-eis.com/~/media/pjm-
eis/documents/terms-of-use-red.ashx (last visited Sept. 25, 2017). 
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1. Possibility of Double Counting and Fraud Risk  
 
Since Registries do not communicate with one another unless an 
agreement exists between the Registries141 and attestation provides 
the primary vehicle for authenticating RECs,142 the same REC could 
potentially be sold on two Registries. This situation, dubbed “double 
counting,” occurs when a REC generator offers “the sale or use of 
the same certificate or attributes from one unit of renewable 
electricity to or by more than one person or entity.”143 While little 
evidence exists that double counting has occurred in the REC 
market, this does not necessarily mean that double counting has not 
occurred. It is difficult to prove a null hypothesis and Registries are 
not audited like public companies.144 In fact, leading companies 
recognize this double counting risk and have created principles 
addressing this risk,145 while non-profits and think-tanks consisting 
of renewable energy stakeholders have concluded that “[t]here are 
some types of double-counting that can still occur despite all of the 
best efforts of tracking system operator; and [i]t will require the 
cooperative efforts of tracking system users, regulators and other 
market participants to ensure that no double-counting can occur.”146 
Further, there is broad agreement that Registry policies play a key 
                                                                                                         
141 See, e.g., Generation Attribute Tracking System (GATS) Operating 
Rules, Rev. 8, 4, PJM-GATS, (Sept. 2016), http://www.pjm-
eis.com/~/media/pjm-eis/documents/gats-operating-rules.ashx (last visited Sept. 
25, 2017). 
142 See AD HOC WORKING GROUP, supra note 12, at Exhibits C & D. 
143 N. AM. ASS’N OF ISSUING BODIES WORKING GROUP, DOUBLE COUNTING 
BEST PRACTICES 1 (May 5, 2006), https://resource-solutions.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/06/FinalWGDecisionDraft-
NAAIB_Double_Counting_best_practices9.pdf [hereinafter NAAIB]. 
144 Cf. ETNNA, INTER-REGISTRY REC TRANSFERS WHITEPAPER 8 (2009), 
https://resource-solutions.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/ETNNA-Inter-
registry-Import-Export-final-8-25-09.pdf.  
145 About Us, CORPORATE RENEWABLE ENERGY BUYERS’ PRINCIPLES, 
http://buyersprinciples.org/about-us/ (last visited Sept. 6, 2017) (describing a list 
of Principles created in July 2014 by businesses in partnership with World 
Resources Institute and World Wildlife Fund). 
146 NAAIB, supra note 143, at 1. 
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role in curtailing double counting.147  
However, proponents of the current system would probably 
highlight that mechanisms like Green-E Energy exist to 
independently authenticate RECs.148 The problems with systems 
like Green-E Energy are that such certification systems are 
voluntary, may have state-specific requirements,149 have limited 
enforcement capabilities,150 and cost money both to perform and to 
use the primary benefit of certification (i.e., the Green-E logo).151  
Moreover, the fragmented nature of current REC tracking 
systems in the United States seems inadequate “[b]ecause RECs are 
intangible, [meaning that] multiple ownership claims can arise and 
marketing abuses can occur.”152 To combat these inherent 
vulnerabilities, Registries should act proactively and in a 
coordinated fashion to verify a REC’s authenticity.153 To not do so 
exposes the large and growing REC market to increased risk of fraud 
and undermines confidence and trust in the REC market.154 
Indeed, this potential fraud risk from regional Registries should 
not be whisked aside as immaterial, because substantial fraud has 
                                                                                                         
147 NAT’L RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB, RENEWABLE ELECTRICITY: HOW DO 
YOU KNOW YOU ARE USING IT? (Aug. 2015), 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy15osti/64558.pdf (last visited Sept. 12, 2017); see 
also Letter from Todd Jones, Sr. Manager, Policy & Climate Change Programs, 
Ctr. for Res. Solutions, to Kevin Chou, Renewable Energy Office, Cal. Energy 
Comm’n (Apr. 12, 2016), https://resource-solutions.org/wp-
content/uploads/2016/04/CRScomment_15-DayPSD_4-12-2016.pdf.  
148 See RENEWABLE CHOICE ENERGY, supra note 3, at 4. 
149 Buy Green Power, UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS, 
http://www.ucsusa.org/clean_energy/what_you_can_do/buy-green-power.html 
(last visited Sept. 25, 2017). 
150 Crandall, supra note 13, at 922. 
151 DEBORAH BAKER BRANNAN, JENNY HEETER & LORI BIRD, NAT’L 
RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB., MADE WITH RENEWABLE ENERGY: HOW AND WHY 
COMPANIES ARE LABELING CONSUMER PRODUCTS 22 (Mar. 2012), 
https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy12osti/53764.pdf. 
152 EDWARD HOLT & KEVIN PORTER, POWERING THE PLAINS, MIDWEST 
RENEWABLE ENERGY TRACKING SYSTEM CONCEPT PAPER 8 (Sept. 1, 2004), 
available at http://www.mrets.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Credit-Tracking-
Concept-Paper-9-22-04.pdf. 
153 Id. 
154 Cf. Wald, supra note 42 (stating that oil refineries warned that higher 
prices for ethanol credits encouraged fraud). 
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been found in a comparable market—the market for renewable 
identification numbers (“RINs”).155 RINs represent certificates 
issued by biodiesel suppliers that help regulated entities meet their 
EPA quotas for mandated use of biofuels.156 The EPA has 
administered the RIN program since its inception in 2005 when 
Congress passed the Renewable Fuel Standard (“RFS”) program 
under the Energy Policy Act of 2005, “requir[ing] transportation 
fuel sold in the U.S. to contain a minimum volume of renewable 
fuels.”157 Much like utilities and LSEs, which purchase RECs to 
meet RPS mandates, “[r]efiners that are obligated [under the RFS] 
to use the fuels do not have to actually take possession of the 
physical gallons; they need only purchase the certificates that are 
generated when the fuel is made.”158 Unfortunately, egregious fraud 
occurred in the RIN marketplace when biodiesel generators sold 
certificates without actually making any biodiesel, which 
understandably threatened and harmed the credibility of the 
biodiesel industry.159 As a result of the massive fraud, Congress has 
contemplated further regulation of RINs through legislation, and 
various government agencies have investigated and prosecuted RIN 
fraud.160 Additionally, speculators have entered the RIN market, 
greatly increasing the compliance cost for compulsory buyers in that 
                                                                                                         
155 Marsha W. Johnston, “Stop RIN Fraud Act” Introduced to Congress: Is 
It a Viable Biofuels Solution?, RENEWABLEENERGYWORLD.COM (Sept. 26, 
2012), http://www.renewableenergyworld.com/rea/news/article/2012/09/stop-
rin-fraud-act-introduced-to-congress-is-it-a-viable-biofuels-solution (last visited 
Sept. 26, 2017). 
156 Gary Haer, RINs Equal Key Component in Today's Biodiesel Economics, 
BIODIESEL (July 15, 2009), 
http://www.biodieselmagazine.com/articles/3621/rins-equal-key-component-in-
today's-biodiesel-economics/.  
157 Energy Policy Act of 2005 §1501, 42 U.S.C. § 7545 (2009), 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/femp/pdfs/epact_2005.pdf. 
158 Matthew L. Wald, Trying Again on Celluosic Biofuels, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 
31, 2013), http://green.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/01/31/trying-again-on-celluosic-
biofuels/. 
159 Id. 
160 Johnston, supra note 155 (highlighting two members of Congress have 
introduced H.R. 6444 entitled the “Stop RIN Fraud Act” to help smaller biodiesel 
producers who have been hurt by RIN fraud.).  
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market.161 
While the REC market operates very differently from the RIN 
market in many ways, including that private industry groups rather 
than the federal government administer and track the certificates, the 
experience in the RIN market should nevertheless act as a wake-up 
call to the REC market about the propensity for fraud when dealing 
with paper certificates that are unbundled from a tangible good. For 
this reason, it seems clear that the REC market has potential 
exposure to the type of fraud risk that occurred in the RIN market, 
which can only be mitigated if the Registries act together to build 
effective tools to validate the authenticity of RECs listed on 
individual registries and exchanged between Registries.  
One such potential tool is new technology such as blockchain. 
While technologies like blockchain offer a potential, alternative 
method for combatting the threat of double counting and fraud,162 it 
remains unclear if REC users, Registries, and administrators would 
embrace blockchain to solve these real, but unquantified risks.163 
However, major companies have recently announced plans to utilize 
blockchain in similarly risk-averse industries for activities like food 
safety164 and streamlining payment processing,165 which may provide 
test cases for using blockchain in the REC market. 
                                                                                                         
161 Jon Chavez, Toledo Refining Co. Says EPA Regulation Threatens Jobs, 
THE BLADE (Sept. 17, 2017), 
http://www.toledoblade.com/business/2017/09/17/toledo-Refinery-jobs-
threatened-by-EPA-regulation.html. 
162 Jun Dai, Yunsen Wang & Miklos A. Vasarhelyi, Blockchain: An 
Emerging Solution for Fraud Prevention, THE CPA JOURNAL (July 2017) 
http://www.cpajournal.com/2017/07/07/blockchain-emerging-solution-fraud-
prevention/ (highlighting that blockchain provides a decentralized, permanent, 
and verifiable mechanism to protect data and mitigate fraud). 
163 See, e.g., About, VOLT MARKETS, https://voltmarkets.com/about/ (last 
visited Sept. 19, 2017) (showing at least one company trying to utilize blockchain 
for the REC market). 
164 Frederic Lardinois, IBM, Kroger, Walmart and Others Team Up to 
Improve Food Safety with Blockchains, TECHCRUNCH (Aug. 22, 2017), 
https://techcrunch.com/2017/08/22/ibm-costco-walmart-and-others-team-up-to-
improve-food-safety-with-blockchains/.  
165 Jon Russell, IBM Is Using the Blockchain to Speed Up and Simplify 
Cross-Border Payments, TECHCRUNCH (Oct. 16, 2017), 
https://techcrunch.com/2017/10/16/ibm-cross-border-payments-blockchain/. 
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2. Registries Have Different Definitions of RECs and REC 
Attributes  
 
Even assuming that double counting between Registries does not 
represent a significant issue, forcing Registries into silos thwarts 
inter-regional trading because Registries have different definitions 
for REC attributes, especially with regard to derived attributes.166 
Derived attributes measure the amount of pollution offset from 
using renewable energy rather than fossil fuels167 and are important, 
because controversy exists about whether displaced pollution is a 
quintessential part of a REC or whether it can be sold separately in 
different markets.168 This issue lies at the intersection between RECs 
and another controversial topic—state level cap-and-trade policies 
for emissions—which will not be explored in this article.169  
However, the fact that inconsistency exists regarding what 
constitutes RECs and REC attributes should not be surprising, given 
that most REC tracking systems were created by states with state 
funds.170 In a sense, Registries were effectively captured by the 
region’s state legislature(s), with Registries needing to abide by 
states’ RPSs to define, operationalize, and institute policies and 
procedures for REC trades.171 In this way, states originally adopting 
RECs helped guide a Registry’s operating rules.172 Implicitly, this 
means that the founding REC tracking member states impacted the 
                                                                                                         
166 See ETNNA, TREATMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL ATTRIBUTES ACROSS 
TRACKING SYSTEMS 3  
(Nov. 26, 2008), https://resource-solutions.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/06/ETNNA-Environmental-Attribute-Paper-Final.pdf. 
167 HOLT & WISER, supra note 121, at 10. 
168 See generally ETNNA, supra note 166, at 3. 
169 See HOLT & WISER, supra note 121, at 10–12. 
170 ETNNA, supra note 114, at 2. 
171 See, e.g., WREGIS Operating Rules, W. ELEC. COORDINATING COUNCIL 
1 (June 15, 2013), 
https://www.wecc.biz/Corporate/WREGIS%20Operating%20Rules%20072013
%20Final.pdf (“WREGIS was developed by means of a collaborative process 
between the Western Governors’ Association, the Western Regional Air 
Partnership, and the California Energy Commission. . . [with] stakeholder input 
from more than 400 participants gathered over a period of more than 3 years.”).  
172 See ETNNA, supra note 114, at 2. 
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categorization of environmental attributes for sale in a REC tracking 
system.173 These indelible stamps on Registries can be seen in many 
ways, including how certain state statutes174 use credit multipliers or 
set-asides175 to promote certain state goals.  
While credit multipliers and set-asides make sense from a state 
perspective in that they encourage diversification of the renewable 
energy utilized in their states, they effectively create different values 
for different sources of renewable energy,176 adding to the 
complexity of REC pricing between Registries177 and impairing 
market efficiency.178 In part for this reason, REC prices deviate 
based on various factors such as the year the electricity was 
produced (vintage), and renewable energy source.179 Moreover, by 
artificially elevating certain technologies at the expense of others, 
the current regulatory regime distorts the steady-state of supply and 
demand, hindering market liquidity.180 
Notwithstanding the complexity that credit multipliers and set-
asides might cause in REC pricing, it still makes sense to allow inter-
regional transactions of RECs, because different regions of the U.S. 
produce different types of renewable energy more easily.181 
Moreover, variations in renewable energy production occur due to 
                                                                                                         
173 Id. 
174 For an intriguing side-by-side comparison of RPSs in one registry, see 
Comparison of Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) Programs in PJM States, 
PJM ENVTL. INFO. SERV., INC.  
(Feb. 11, 2013), http://www.pjm-eis.com/~/media/pjm-eis/documents/rps-
comparison.ashx (last visited Sept. 26, 2017). 
175 BARBOSE, supra note 72, at 16; see Mormann, supra note 17, at 715–16 
(noting that carve-outs increase fragmentation of RECs). 
176 See id. at 7 (providing graphical demonstration of carve-outs). 
177 Compare W. ELEC. COORDINATING COUNCIL, supra note 171, at 2 
(defining a Certificate as “all Renewable and Environmental Attributes from 
MWh of electricity generation from a renewable energy Generating Unit 
registered with WREGIS”), with MIRECS, supra note 47, at 1 (listing conversion 
ratios of RECs and IRECs).  
178 Mormann, supra note 17, at 715–16 (noting that carve-outs increase 
fragmentation of the REC market). 
179 BIRD & LOKEY, supra note 93, at 15–16. 
180 Mormann, supra note 17, at 716.  
181 Renewable Resource Data Ctr., NAT’L RENEWABLE ENERGY LAB., 
http://www.nrel.gov/rredc/. 
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seasonality and shifts in weather patterns.182 For example, wind 
farms in the Plain States would likely generate more renewable 
energy during the spring while wind farms in the Pacific Northwest 
and Hawaii would generate more renewable energy during the 
summer.183 Allowing trading between regions would mitigate these 
seasonal variances, creating a larger trading zone and driving down 
REC prices and inter-regional differences in REC prices,184 much 
like the North American Free Trade Association is intended to 
promote business transactions between Canada, Mexico, and the 
United States. Additionally, by allowing inter-regional trading, 
regions or states with relatively low renewable energy options can 
better meet their compliance targets.185 
In short, inconsistent definitions of RECs and REC attributes 
create difficulties in transferring RECs from an owner in one 
Registry to the purchaser in another Registry.  
 
3. Transfers Between Registries May Not Be Two-Way 
Relationships  
 
Moreover, inter-Registry transfers experience problems because 
not all Registries allow inflows and outflows of RECs.186 This 
supports a fragmented approach to regulating renewable energy. 
Certain Registries allow for certificates to be sent to and received by 
another Registry187 and represent bilateral relationships, in that the 
same two Registries allow both imports and exports of certificates 
by account holders. Other Registries, however, allow certificates 
export but not import. For example, WREGIS allows certificates to 
                                                                                                         
182 Wind Energy Resource Atlas of the United States, NAT’L RENEWABLE 
ENERGY LAB., http://rredc.nrel.gov/wind/pubs/atlas/chp2.html. 
183 Id. 
184 See CORY & SWEZEY, supra note 30, at 2–3. 
185 See id. Certain types of renewable energy may be particularly difficult to 
source and meet RPS targets, driving up prices. E.g., FLETTEXCHANGE, 
http://markets.flettexchange.com/ (last visited Sept. 26, 2017); see generally 
BARBOSE, supra note 72, at 26–28. 
186 See REC Imports & Exports, APX, https://apx.com/apx-
services/environmental/rec-imports-and-exports/ (last visited Sept. 26, 2017) 
[hereinafter APX]. 
187 Id. 
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be exported, or sent to, two Registries—NC-RETS and NAR.188 
However, WREGIS does not allow certificates to be imported from 
any other Registry. Presumably, this is because WREGIS has not 
set-up the computer infrastructure to track imports. Conversely, 
other Registries enable RECs to be imported but not exported.189 
As the arrows below demonstrate, siloed Registries complicate 
the transferability of RECs: 190 
 
Source: Center for Resource Solutions, a non-profit entity exploring renewable 
energy policy and financed in part by Google. 
 
In sum, the current system for inter-Registry transfers is fraught 
with complexity due to countless issues, including potential double 
counting, divergent definitions of RECs and REC attributes, and the 
haphazard system of inter-Registry exchanges. 
 
                                                                                                         
188 Id. 
189 Id. 
190 APX, supra note 186. 
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III. U.S. REGULATORY REGIME FOR RECS 
 
As no federal registry for RECs currently exist, as can be 
gleaned from the fact that multiple REC tracking systems exist in 
the United States with different data being tracked by divergent 
processes. Moreover, the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission (“CFTC”) expressly refused to regulate RECs under its 
rulemaking authority for swaps granted by Dodd-Frank, reasoning 
that RECs qualified for the forward exclusion to swaps since the 
parties intended to physically settle the environmental transaction 
rather than speculate on the price of the underlying commodity.191 
Nonetheless, even though the REC market itself is not federally 
regulated, the FTC and SEC have issued guidance regarding 
environmental marketing claims as will be discussed. 
Even though each REC has its own serial number, it can be 
difficult for a customer and the public to independently audit the use 
of RECs or otherwise determine that a specific REC has not been 
placed on another registry, has not been retired, and actually exists. 
This provides a solid rationale for using blockchain in the REC 
market192 because while proponents of the current system might say 
that attestation alone is enough since independent parties can 
validate the creation of the underlying renewable energy and 
provide certification to that effect to the REC purchaser, the fact 
remains that multiple green certifications exist and no standardized 
system of certification exists. 
 
A.  FTC’s Rule on Environmental Advertising Claims  
 
The FTC’s final, 2013 binding rule provides authoritative 
guidance related to environmental marketing claims,193 and 
                                                                                                         
191 77 Fed. Reg. 48,208, 48,233–35 (Aug. 13, 2012), 
http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2012-08-13/pdf/2012-18003.pdf. 
192 E.g., VOLT MARKETS, supra note 163 (showing at least one company 
trying to utilize blockchain for the REC market). 
193 Guides for the Use of Environmental Marketing Claims, 16 C.F.R. § 
260.15 (2012). 
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Attorney Generals rely on this FTC guidance.194 The guidance 
specifies that renewable energy claims need to have “substantiation 
for all their express and reasonably implied claims” and be “clearly 
and prominently” qualified, as necessary.195 This rule states that 
products should not be advertised in an unqualified manner as 
“made with renewable energy” unless “virtually all[,] of the 
significant manufacturing processes involved in making the product 
or package are powered with renewable energy or non-renewable 
energy matched by renewable energy certificates.”196 The FTC also 
provides five examples of claims that would and would not be 
deceptive, ostensibly to guide corporations and utilities in the proper 
marketing of their renewable energy assertions.197 The crux of the 
FTC’s guidance implies that “the net impression of the 
advertisements, label, or other promotional material” conveyed in 
the renewable energy claim dictates marketing appropriateness 
based upon “how reasonable members of that [target] group 
interpret the advertisement.”198 
 
B.  SEC Guidance on Disclosures Related to Climate Change  
 
In 2010, the SEC issued interpretive guidance regarding how 
companies should disclose business and legal developments 
involving climate change,199 though the SEC’s commitment to the 
guidance seems suspect.200 Climate change is an amorphous and 
                                                                                                         
194 E.g., VERMONT ATTORNEY GENERAL’S OFFICE AND DEPARTMENT OF 
PUBLIC SERVICE, GUIDANCE FOR RENEWABLE ENERGY MARKETING CLAIMS 2–5, 
http://ago.vermont.gov/assets/files/Environmental/Guidance%20on%20Renewa
ble%20Marketing.pdf. 
195 16 C.F.R. § 260.15(b) & (c).  
196 16 C.F.R. § 260.15(c). 
197 16 C.F.R. § 260.15(d). 
198 Id. 
199 SEC, SEC ISSUES INTERPRETIVE GUIDANCE ON DISCLOSURE RELATED 
TO BUSINESS OR LEGAL DEVELOPMENTS REGARDING CLIMATE CHANGE (Jan. 27, 
2010), https://www.sec.gov/news/press/2010/2010-15.htm. 
200 David Gelles, S.E.C. Is Criticized for Lax Enforcement of Climate 
Change Risk Disclosure, THE NEW YORK TIMES, Jan. 23, 2016, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/24/business/energy-environment/sec-is-
criticized-for-lax-enforcement-of-climate-risk-disclosure.html.  
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controversial topic that encompasses renewable energy use.201 As 
such, RECs and carbon offsets are indirectly targeted in the SEC’s 
guidance on climate change.202 This guidance, while technically 
non-binding in that it seeks “to provide clarity and enhance 
consistency,” nevertheless, acts as persuasive authority for courts, 
law enforcement, attorney generals, and impacts corporate 
disclosures by creating a non-trivial effect on corporate filings.203 
The third point in the SEC guidance specifically highlights 
examples of a company’s emissions directly impacting its 
profitability and implying that the level of emissions might trigger a 
mandatory disclosure in SEC filings.204 “Unlike the voluntary 
disclosure standards that many investor groups and accounting 
organizations have been advocating for years, the SEC climate 
guidance addresses what climate-change-related disclosures public 
companies are required to make, primarily under Item 303 of SEC 
Regulation S-K.”205 This is significant because failure to make a 
mandatory disclosure subjects a company to potential (1) 
disciplinary action by government206 and/or (2) shareholder 
lawsuits, increasing its costs for conducting business.207 
Additionally, it remains unclear if corporate Directors’ and Officers’ 
insurance would cover potential damage arising from breaches in 
                                                                                                         
201 See COOK & KARELAS, supra note 113, at 2. 
202 See generally SEC, supra note 199. 
203 See generally Scott D. Deatherage, Thompson & Knight, Climate 
Change Disclosure: A Growing Issue for Publicly Traded Companies, J.D. SUPRA 
1, 10 (Dec. 12, 2008), http://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/climate-change-
disclosure-a-growing-is-24448/. 
204 Id. 
205 Mia Mazza, Andrew Thorpe & Robert L. Falk, Challenges in 
Implementing the SEC's New Interpretative Guidance on Climate Change, 26 
CORP. COUNS. Q. 4 and n.12 (Mar. 15, 2010), 
http://www.mofo.com/files/Uploads/Images/Mazza%20Corp%20Counsel.pdf. 
206 See, e.g., Joe Mont, SEC Charges CEO with Failing to Disclose Perks 
to Shareholders, COMPLIANCE WEEK (May 12, 2017), 
https://www.complianceweek.com/blogs/the-filing-cabinet/sec-charges-ceo-
with-failing-to-disclose-perks-to-shareholders. 
207 E.g., Steven Musil, Facebook Faces New Lawsuit Over IPO Disclosures, 
CBS NEWS (June 5, 2012), http://www.cbsnews.com/8301-500395_162-
57447177/facebook-faces-new-lawsuit-over-ipo-disclosures/ (last visited Sept. 
26, 2017). 
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disclosing environmental risks, augmenting potential liability for 
both the company and its decision-makers.208 
While no evidence exists that this SEC interpretive guidance has 
resulted in either SEC enforcement actions or shareholder 
lawsuits,209 it has likely emboldened some State Attorney Generals’ 
investigations210 and the Financial Stability Board in recommending 
that “businesses disclose climate-related financial information” 
(“FSB Recommendations”).211 It may also impact whether 
companies purchase RECs from certified Green-E REC generators 
on the voluntary market.212 As the SEC noted, “[c]ompanies are 
assessing and reporting on their greenhouse gas emissions and other 
climate change related matters using standards and guidelines 
promulgated by organizations with specific expertise in the field.”213 
So, even if the SEC guidance has not directly impacted REC sales 
as of today, it is no doubt behind-the-scenes affecting corporate 
disclosures, policies, and decision-making related to climate change 
and thereby, indirectly affecting the REC market. It will also be 
interesting to see how the newly issued FSB Recommendations will 
                                                                                                         
208 Directors and Officers May Face Uninsured Liability for Failure to 
Disclose Environmental Liabilities (Feb. 5, 2007 8:25pm), LAW & THE 
ENVIRONMENT BLOG, 
http://lawandenvironment.typepad.com/law_and_the_environment/2007/02/dire
ctors_and_o.html (last visited Sept. 26, 2017). 
209 See Timothy A. Wilkins, Bracewell & Giuliani LLP, Theory Of 
Evolution: How Securities Laws And Markets Are Influencing Corporate 
Sustainability, MONDAQ (2007), 
http://www.mondaq.com/unitedstates/x/48040/Environmental+Law/Theory+Of
+Evolution+How+Securities+Laws+And+Markets+Are+Influencing+Corporate
+Sustainability (last visited Sept. 26, 2017). 
210 See Mindy S. Lubber, While the SEC Ignores Climate Change Risks, 
Others Step Up, THE HUFFINGTON POST (Apr. 11, 2016 at 4:23pm), available at 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/mindy-s-lubber/while-the-sec-ignores-
cli_b_9659086.html. 
211 TASK FORCE ON CLIMATE-RELATED FINANCIAL DISCLOSURES, FINAL 
REPORT: RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE TASK FORCE ON CLIMATE-RELATED 
FINANCIAL DISCLOSURES (2017), https://www.fsb-tcfd.org/wp-
content/uploads/2017/06/FINAL-TCFD-Report-062817.pdf. 
212 See discussion supra Section III.A. 
213 Commission Guidance Regarding Disclosure Related to Climate 
Change, 17 C.F.R. 211, 231, & 241 (Feb. 2, 2010), 
http://www.sec.gov/rules/interp/2010/33-9106.pdf. 
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affect U.S. corporate filings, if at all.  
 
IV. CONCLUSION — THE REC MARKET SHOULD BE STANDARDIZED 
 
The regional Registry structure exacerbates the lack of 
standardization because each siloed Registry has different policies 
for tracking RECs,214 making RECs subject to potential fraud risk 
and double counting (especially since no formal exchange exists 
where the public or press can monitor or see REC prices).215 To 
compound matters, Registries may serve political agendas since 
they originally represented a state-funded mechanism for tracking 
RPS compliance.216 So, while Registries effectively act as 
clearinghouses to create, verify, track, and retire RECs, they impede 
the free-flow of supply and demand for RECs on a national basis 
and may artificially inflate REC costs in certain markets.217 
While theoretically RECs allocate resources more effectively 
and efficiently than requiring all parties to generate their own 
renewable energy,218 the problematic reality is inefficiencies 
currently exist in the REC market. The stumbling block here seems 
to be more of a policy-oriented hiccup than a technical hiccup since 
one company, APX, designed most Registries.219 APX has also 
publicly indicated that it would be willing to convert Registries to 
make them compatible at no cost.220 The Registries should engage 
APX to make the regional computer systems compatible, because if 
no standardization occurs in the REC market, then fraudsters may 
well gravitate toward this large and unregulated market.221 
                                                                                                         
214 ETNNA, supra note 144, at Table 1. 
215 Unlike other certificate markets like the NYSE or the Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange, RECs lack price transparency to safeguard against fraud. 
Accord Gregory S. Miller, The Press as a Watchdog for Accounting Fraud, 44–5 
J. OF ACCT. RESEARCH 1001 (Sept. 25, 2006).  
216 ETNNA, supra note 114, at 3–4. 
217 HOLT & PORTER, supra note 152, at 5; see discussion supra Section 
II.C.1. 
218 Hart & Marcellino, supra note 4, at 200 (“Similar to the efficiency gains 
from emissions trading systems to address global warming pollution, the gains 
from trade accrue in RPS systems from the production of electricity where it is 
least expensive.”). 
219 See ETNNA, supra note 144, at 11. 
220 Id. 
221 See ASS’N OF CERTIFIED FRAUD EXAM’R, supra note 22, at 4.121, 4.410. 
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Hopefully, by making the computer systems compatible and by 
harmonizing what constitutes a REC, the current system of 
fragmented and disjointed inter-Registry transfers will become a 
thing of the past as Registries see benefits from interconnectedness 
like lowered fraud risks. 
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Appendix I 222 
Listing of Renewable Portfolio Standards and Goals 
 
# Binding RPSs Renewable 
Portfolio 
Target / 
Goals 
Repealed 
RPSs 
Enacted 
Statute 
But Not 
Codified 
1 Arizona Indiana West 
Virginia 
Alaska 
2 California Kansas   
3 Colorado North 
Dakota 
  
4 Connecticut Oklahoma   
5 Delaware South 
Carolina  
  
6 Hawaii South 
Dakota 
  
7 Illinois Utah   
8 Iowa Virginia   
9 Maine US Virgin 
Islands 
  
10 Maryland Guam   
11 Massachusetts    
12 Michigan    
13 Minnesota    
14 Missouri    
15 Montana    
16 Nevada    
17 New Hampshire    
18 New Jersey    
19 New Mexico    
20 New York    
21 North Carolina    
22 Ohio    
23 Oregon    
                                                                                                         
222 See generally Durkay, supra note 77. 
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24 Pennsylvania    
25 Rhode Island    
26 Texas    
27 Vermont    
28 Washington    
29 Wisconsin    
30 Washington D.C.    
31 Puerto Rico    
32 North Mariana 
Islands 
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